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Gender identity awareness ?upsets? resident, invites readers to share upset

	I visited Dr. G. W. Williams School Wednesday night regarding Geranium's development project.

The most disturbing thing about my visit there was the white board in the front foyer. Last week, schools honoured Pink Day.  If you

don't know what that is then get informed!

One side of the white board discussed ?gender identity?. There was a ruler/scale to locate where you fit in. The suggested choices

are a-gender, nonbinary, genderfluid, genderqueer, bigender, trigender, neutrios, androgyne, demigirl, demiboy. It's scary that I can't

just be a girl! Now they are going to teach this lie to eight-year-olds in elementary schools.

On the other side of the white board was ?orientations of attraction.?

This was even more upsetting!

I quote: ?Polygamy-relationships - that includes multiple persons. Healthy polygamy!  All persons are knowing and consenting.?

They are going to introduce the idea of consent to eight-year-olds.

Please citizens, don't think parents who are now fighting the new elementary sex education curriculum are all religious fanatics.

Were you aware that our high school children are being indoctrinated into a childless society? Where sex is just a physical activity. 

Where the family, which for all time has been known as the fundament core of a society and necessary for the protection of children,

is devalued.

Canada's birth rate is 1.61. We don't make enough babies to sustain our population. This is the truth, I wouldn't lie to you.  

We need to throw out this gender identity nonsense and teach our next generation about procreation, family of a mother and father,

the value of children.

If children as adults decide to reject that teaching that is their choice. We fail as a society if we don't teach our children about love

and marriage and the natural family! The new elementary sex education program says ?don't use terms like mother and father

replace them with partner.?

Get upset about this, everyone!

Suzanne Bolton

Aurora
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